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When faced with facts, the Experts in Ritual Defamation retaliate with
vindictive strategies/tactics as they have no counter arguments apart from: ‘It
happened’, 'It happened’!
This kind of response enables us to proclaim that matters Holocaust is not the fundamental issue at stake
but FREE EXPRESSION is:

Die Gedanken sind frei! Free Expression Über Alles

Monika is here speaking with Brian Ruhe about the
legal absurdity that under s130 of the German
justice system an accused is not permitted to
address the matters that make up the “Holocaust”
charge because that is deemed to be committing
another crime. Thus during the trial the accused is
in effect prevented from mounting a legal defence
against the charge.
REMEMBER: In November 1999 Fredrick Töben’s
lawyer, Ludwig Bock did not mount a defence for
Töben because had he addressed the matter, he

would again have been heavily fined, something
that had happened earlier whn he defended Günter
Deckert. In that case Bock was fined DM 10,000.
What was his crime? Bock had too vigorously
defended Deckert.
Monika’s brother, Alfred Schaefer Receives 18
Months Additional Prison Time for Forbidden
Speech during the 2018 Trial.
*Alfred Schaefer — Support Details
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Farewell Love-Letter from Jasper &
Update on the “War Zone”
Such a sweet and loving letter was sent to me just
days before I moved out of that fairy-tale town
called Jasper, that I thought I should share it with
you all. I picked up a pile of mail from my post box
on my way out, and the return address and name
did not even tweak on me at first – it just remained
in a small pile with other mail for a few days before
I even opened it.
After finally getting around to reading it, well then
the little play on words on the envelope dawned on
me.

The return address on the envelope:
Al Lofus
[….just change the spacing]
6 Mill Dr. [hahahaha 6 million haha’s… oh
aren’t they clever]
Everywhere
------------------------------------TRUTH is HATE to those who HATE the TRUTH.
Those who HATE the TRUTH are in fact the
real HATERS, as amply demonstrated by the
following letter.

Faceless and nameless – what cowardice! There is
no surprise in that though, as the real haters like
to hide behind a rock while they sling their mud
and spew their venom. They puff themselves up
and make a lot of noise and pretend that they are
everyone everywhere. That is what gives them
their feigned strength. Alone they cower and
tremble in fear. They can never provide logical
argument or evidence to counter what the truthteller says. That is why they resort to their pathetic
tactics like this letter. That letter demonstrates
their fear about the fact that we are waking up!

In the upside-down world that we live in where
war is peace, freedom is slavery and
ignorance is strength, then that was indeed a
love letter.

It gave me a good laugh – so I had the last laugh!

UPDATE on the War Zone in Jasper
A while back I promised an update on “The War
Zone in Jasper” article of August 10th. The Jews
and their Quislings in Jasper did not like my
busking success.
On August 14th while playing my fiddle downtown I
felt a presence close behind me. When I turned
around, I saw two young women, one of whom was
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holding a sign right above my head. I recall it
saying something like

made six weeks earlier! I called the RCMP officer
out for this “Tit for Tat” manoeuvre!

This woman is a holocaust-denier.

Remember the photocopy shop story? That was
back in January. There never was a court order,
there never was a piece of paper or anything
formal that said I was banned from entering the
shop forever. There was a phone call from the
RCMP explaining to me that once the shop keeper
tells me to leave then I am trespassing if I do not
leave. Fine. That was then.

Do not support!
I laughed and carried on playing, but after a while I
confronted her about being in my space. I asked
her name. She told me Julie Carr. Her friend would
not identify herself – too cowardly. I told them I
was happy that they did not confuse me for
someone who still believes in all those lies. She
kept repeating,
the holocaust happened… the holocaust happened…
the holocaust happened…
I told her to prove that it happened. Where is the
proof?
A man came along and challenged these young
women. He defended my right to speak. He talked
about Iraq and the lies which were used to trigger /
justify that war. He spoke about the 30 million
Russians [it was actually far more – he understated
that one!] who were killed by the Bolsheviks [and
who
exactly
were
those
Bolsheviks
–
overwhelmingly Jews!].
Other people came along and honked their horns –
was that for Julie Carr? or was that for me? The
jury is still out on that one. Tourists sat down on
the bench nearby to listen to the tunes – they
shared their appreciation with me afterwards.
Our conversation escalated. Julie’s face came
within an inch of my face, both of our voices were
rising. Her friend was nudging her, c’mon, c’mon,
let’s get out of here! let’s go..
Soon another man came along, presumably a
friend of hers, who led Julie Carr by the arm,
saying, “let’s go, let’s go…”.
As they were leaving, Julie Carr hauled out and
kicked my violin case hard, throwing the contents,
the busking money, all over the sidewalk and
street. She turned to me and oozed sarcasm with:
oh I am soooo sorry…
When I called the RCMP on this matter, two officers
showed up with two big police cruisers blocking the
area in front of my home. The cop station is right
next door and they could just as well have strolled
over and rang the doorbell. The first thing I said to
them was,

I was working for the fruit vendor at the summer
market in early July when I was asked to make 10
copies of the price list. The first place I went to
wanted to charge an-arm-and-a-leg for the copies,
so I went to the 3 Sheets Shop. Doors were
unlocked, I entered but all was dark and quiet.
Anyone here? Hello?
Nothing.
Half an hour later I returned. Sonja the shop
owner’s jaw dropped upon seeing me. I first
informed her about the open doors, thinking she
might appreciate knowing that whoever closed
shop the night before forgot to lock the doors and
that they could have been robbed blindly. She
seemed oblivious. Next I showed her the fruit list
that I wanted copied but she remained obstinately
hostile to my presence. We exchanged a few
words, perhaps a little bit of comedic sarcasm on
my part, and I left. Later she visited the fruit stand
and complained to my boss. Evidently she also
called the RCMP – which I was to find out 6 weeks
later, with the violation ticket.
Two days after the Julie Carr incident and my
complaint, the constable left me a telephone
message that there would be no charges laid
against Miss Carr. If I had any questions I should
call them. I did call them, was put on voice mail,
asked my questions, but I never heard back from
the constable.
Every complaint I have made during the last three
years has resulted in zero action by the RCMP. Yet,
one little peep from the real perpetrators of hate,
and charges against me are the result.

That’s a really good show you are putting on here
with your two great big marked cruisers,
demonstrating to the whole neighbourhood what a
dangerous criminal lives here!

I of course had no intention to pay the $287
trespass violation ticket, nor would I have paid
even a $1 fine! So we went to court on October
10th, and my representative Frank Frost said “let’s
go to trial”. They set the date for December 12th,
the same date as another trial regarding “a
disturbance”. Bring it on, we say. They have
nothing.

The female officer:

Stay tuned. Life is never boring!

We are not here to discuss our parking practices.

PS:

While I made the complaint about the Julie Carr
incident, Constable Theriault told me they have
another matter to discuss with me. She handed me
a violation ticket for an alleged trespass that I

I am NOT running away from anything. Rather, I
am moving TO something much better. It has long
been a dream of mine to be on the land, and so it is
a fulfillment of my dream.
* https://freespeechmonika.wordpress.com/
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La vie en Faurisson
Alison Chabloz,
October 21, 2019
A year ago today,
Robert
Faurisson
passed away. For
more than 40 years,
his life was entirely
dedicated
to
the
revisionist cause. By
way of his study,
research and quest
for
historical
exactitude, he also
sought exoneration
for
the
German
people,
wrongly
accused during and
since the Nuremberg
Victors’ Trials, and
declared his unbending support for the plight of the
indigenous Arabs of occupied Palestine.
In light of Faurisson’s dual citizenship (France/UK)
and bilingualism, it is perhaps unsurprising that he
was the first prominent revisionist to discover my
own leanings in this direction. That was back in
2015 when I performed a quenelle salute at the
Edinburgh Fringe. From that infamous day onward,
Faurisson – with the help of his devoted sister,
Madame Yvonne Schleiter – was typically diligent in
informing revisionists worldwide of my musical and
other contributions, for which I am still immensely
grateful.
When I began composing my series of Songs of the
Shoah, I paid tribute to Faurisson in ‘Nemo’s
Antisemitic Universe‘ – one of the songs which later
saw me convicted and sentenced in an English
court. Before circulating the video of my song, I
sent him a copy, politely asking his permission to
proceed. His response came almost immediately
with a resounding J’approuve! The rest is history,
so to speak…
There is no doubt that Faurisson loved Dieudonné.
As explained by Alain Soral in his touching
tribute to Faurisson, the work of Égalité et
Réconciliation together with Dieudonné’s comedy
provided a veritable fountain of youth for the
ageing professor. A year on from his death, I
present the little tribute below, to my knowledge as
yet unpublished, with heartfelt thanks to
Dieudonné and L’Atelier de chansons potaches.
(Certain prominent British champions of the
revisionist cause might like ponder the mutual love
and respect between Faurisson and Dieudonné,
because there is no doubt that the complicity of
these two heroes has helped enormously in
bringing the revisionist cause to the hearts and
minds of millions worldwide).

With subtitles in French:
* https://videopress.com/v/y0erdCUh

With subtitles in English:
*https://videopress.com/v/HHmiWPmj
-----------------------------------On 22 Oct 2019, at 00:37, Alison Chabloz <alisonchabloz@hotmail.com> wrote:
... dropped in a swirl of feathers (black).

[The text below in French was sent to me by a
good friend of the late Robert Faurisson. I have
translated it for the benefit of those who may be
interested. A.C.]
[- Quote -]
Source: Plumenclume
*https://plumenclume.org/blog/502-robertfaurisson-le-chercheur-necessaire
--------------------------------------------------Robert Faurisson, a much-needed researcher
20/10/2019
"After an elegant death, as simple as a point on a
line, it is up to us to renew our vows of fidelity, and
to continue Robert's fight ..."
*
A sidenote to Plumenclume's communiqué,
received on the morning of 20 October 2019:
No one is irreplaceable ...
(but in this case, it will take time ...)

Do you find it "elegant" ... death by exhaustion of
our venerable friend?!
I find it appalling.
It is the fruit of naivety of some of our own. And I
think it could have been avoided.
Even animated (without exception) by the best
intentions in the world - a homage in the form of a
return to his birthplace - there are things that one
should not impose on a gentleman of the
professor's age. A long flight (and return) in order
to take part both as keynote speaker and guest of
honour at a self-congratulatory meeting, along with
a self-styled crowd warmer specialised in the role
of claims to martyrdom. And then, to top it off,
grotesque scenes in an hypothetical atmosphere of
threats from 'antifa'. Such scenes were predictable
in the general context of exterminationist panic,
now entering a phase of dangerous frenzy. This
serious threat then gave rise to heart-rending
scenes of disorder and ridiculous gesticulatory
indignation of congested long-beards, outraged by
the rather cowardly and insidious manoeuvres of an
innkeeper far more concerned with sales figures
than with his own dignity as a free man.
The tribute ended in a low-quality pantomimeesque farce... one that nevertheless turned out to
be deadly.
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If you're lucky enough to be able to find it again
somewhere on the Net, watch the very short clip*,
filmed at the height of the crisis in the conference
room at The Anchor Hotel in Shepperton. We see
the professor sitting alone at a table, lost in
thought. Forgetful of his presence there, our heroes
nevertheless agitate in all directions; and he is
already dead!
Much has been said about this event within the
revisionist milieu since then.
As far as I'm concerned, this affair looks far more
likely to be the "good work" of a British
government infiltrator, rather than the product of
an oddly improbable "Machiavellian" scheme of one
particular artist - moreover very pugnacious and
very spiritual - carefully kept away from the
ceremony, and then upon whom without rhyme or
reason the entire backyard of neurotics thought it
proper to heap blame. Because whatever one
strives to insinuate: the lady's dossier is empty.
Calculus's work was not yet done. Shame!
Note:
* This detail is regrettably missing from the good
film of more than 120 minutes (2:09:27) produced
by Lady Michele Renouf at the link below:

[- end of quote. -]
-----------------------------------------------------------

From: Fredrick Toben - toben@toben.biz
Sent: Tuesday, 22 October 2019 10:38 AM
To: Alison Chabloz
Subject: Re: A chicken by carrier pigeon...
Alison - this is well reasoned but life is more than logic ...
empiricism's usual tinkering and fiddling the books is
most probable - most likely and not a mere coincidence,
and you became the scapegoat!
--------------------------------From: S –
F dear, I think you have aligned empiricism and
scumbags’ depraved desire to fell their better. R and R
(and their shabby associate E) choreographed the Prof’s
birthday reception as the scene that will bring down
Alison. As her French correspondent notes, they left the
Prof. alone at a dinner table and for dead as they threw
themselves into the work of strategising the (I feel sure
faked by them) antifa scare to pass it off as Alison’s
treachery. This depraved activity was far more vicious
than your tinkering and fiddling the books suggests. No,
their carry-on had nothing to do with empiricism; it had
every hallmark of the degenerates’ desperation to drown
out the sound of the death-rattle of their relevance.
Nice piece of translation, Alison!
---------------------------------

* https://youtu.be/4wqjM8PIKIU.

___________________________________________________
Burning trees and beating farmers: Israeli
settlers wreak havoc on another olive harvest
Yumna Patel is the Palestine correspondent for
Mondoweiss. October 21, 2019

Israeli settlers attack farmers in the Nablus area village
of Burin, October 2019 (Photo: Facebook)

Every year, without fail, Palestinians mark the beginning
of autumn with the olive harvest. A sacred cultural event,
families from across the country leave their towns and
cities and head for their olive groves, passed down to
them from the generations before.
And every year, without fail, much of the harvest is
characterized by attacks on Palestinian farmers and
families by Israeli settlers and armed soldiers. This year
is no different.
Since the harvest began in early October, several
incidents of settler attacks on farmers and their crops

have been reported by activists and organizations in the
occupied West Bank.
The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) reported more than 10 settler attacks
directly related to the olive harvest in the first two weeks
of the month.
According to the agency, settlers physically assaulted
and injured three Palestinian farmers in the Nablus area
villages of Tell and Jit and the Bethlehem-area village of
al-Jab’a.
More than 100 olive trees were set on fire and more
than seven incidents of produce theft were reported in
the villages of Burin (Nablus) and Kifr al-Dik (Salfit).
Other incidents of chopping down and uprooting dozens
of trees were also reported by local news outlets.
On October 14th, Wafa news agency reported that a
group of armed settlers attacked Palestinian farmers
while they were harvesting their olives in the Tulkarem
area of the northern West Bank “and threatened to shoot
them if they do not leave their land.”
Just days later, on October 16th, another incident made
headlines when a group of masked settler youth armed
with crowbars attacked an Israeli Rabbi and the group of
Palestinian farmers and international volunteers he was
with.
The incident took place in the village of Burin — a
hotspot for settler attacks given its proximity to
notoriously violent settlements like Yitzhar and Har
Brakha.
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According to the Times of Israel, a group of some 10
international volunteers were escorting a group of
farmers from Burin and the neighboring village of
Huwwara when around 30 masked settlers from Yitzhar
descended upon them.
Rabbi Moshe Yehudai from the group Rabbis for Human
Rights was one of five people from the group who were
injured, suffering blows to the head and arm.
In yet another incident in Burin on October 19th, settlers
from the Givat Ronen outpost were recorded hurling
rocks at Palestinian farmers. Three farmers were
reportedly hospitalized after being beaten and clubbed by
the settlers. On the same day, Israeli forces temporarily
detained a group of Palestinian activists and farmers in
the village while they were picking olives.
Ghassan Najjar, a local activist from Burin and one of
those pictured above, posted a photo on Facebook of
Burin’s olive trees that were set aflame by settlers,
saying “I can’t find the words to describe the state of
oppression that we are in every day.”
“But be sure, we come to our land to pick our olives to
send a message to all the settler gangs, that we are
greater than all of them,” Najjar wrote. “We will make

sure that we will grow every inch of our land, and that
burning and cutting our trees will not prevent our right to
farm and access our land.”
With more than 12 million olive trees planted across 45%
of the West Bank’s agricultural land, the olive harvest
constitutes one of the biggest sources of economic
sustainability for thousands of Palestinian families.
According to UN OCHA, the olive oil industry supports the
livelihoods of more than 100,000 families and accounts
for a quarter of the gross agricultural income of the
occupied territories.
But, as local NGO MIFTAH notes, “olive trees carry more
than an economic significance in the lives of Palestinians.
They are not just like any other trees, they are symbolic
of Palestinians’ attachment to their land.”
“Because the trees are drought-resistant and grow under
poor soil conditions, they represent Palestinian resistance
and resilience. The fact that olive trees live and bear fruit
for thousands of years is parallel to Palestinian history
and continuity on the land.”

*https://mondoweiss.net/2019/10/burning-trees-andbeating-farmers-israeli-settlers-wreak-havoc-on-anotherolive-harvest/

___________________________________________________
sacrificed her wealth and health in this staggering
achievement.

Isabella of Spain
By William
T. Walsh
A breathtaking and
monumental study
of Spain’s greatest
queen,
Isabella,
and her direct role
in three historyturning events: the
expulsion of the
last
Muslim
invaders
from
Western Europe,
the expulsion of
the Jews from
Spain, and the
discovery of the
New
World
by
Christopher
Columbus—
events which all
took place in the space of just one year, 1492.
Written by one of America’s foremost professors of
English, Isabella of Spain traces in exacting detail the life
of the queen from her parents through to her death,
drawing upon her own writings and contemporary
records.
The gripping story which emerges reveals how the young
queen led the last crusade against the invader Muslims,
driving them back and finally defeating them at their last
stronghold of Granada, ending their 700-year-long
invasion of Western Europe—and how she personally

Having defeated the Muslim invaders, Isabella’s attention
then focused on Spain’s huge Jewish population, and,
after determining the full extent of their control of
Spanish society, their active collaboration with the
Muslim invaders, the extent of their largely fake
“conversions” to Christianity in order to avoid detection,
and a particularly shocking case of Jewish ritual murder
of a young Christian boy by a group of Jews, she took
the momentous decision to expel them from Spain.
At the same time, Isabella also financed and gave the
go-ahead for Columbus’s epic voyage which opened the
New World to European colonization. Isabella was
personally responsible for the introduction of all domestic
animals to the Americas, and many of its now-common
foodstuffs—while at the same time issuing sadly-ignored
orders to outlaw slavery in those lands.
When first published, this book, widely acknowledged as
the most significant study of the Spanish queen ever
written, generated huge controversy because of its
detailed description of the negative Jewish influence in
Medieval Spain and the role of the Muslim invaders in
nearly destroying Western civilization.
This new edition has been completely reset, and
illustrated according to the author’s original design. It
also includes two new appendices, the first containing the
entire text of the Jewish Expulsion Order, and the
second, the complete text of the famous 1932 debate
between the author and Cecil Roth, one of Britain’s
leading Jewish historians, on the subject matter of this
book.
About the author: William Thomas Walsh acquired a B.A.
from Yale University in 1913, and after working as
reporter and teacher, became head of the department of
English at Roxbury School. By 1933, he had been
appointed professor of English at Manhattanville College,
New York City. Through his research and writing, Walsh
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established himself as a historian and absolute authority
of 15th and 16th century Europe. He was awarded the
Laetare Medale by the University of Notre Dame in 1941
(in recognition of distinguished accomplishment for
Church or nation by an American Catholic), and was
honored by the Spanish government in 1944 with the
highest cultural honor of Spain: The Cross of
Comendadore of the Civil Order of Alfonso the Wise. He
also received an honorary Litt.D. from Fordham
University before retiring in 1947.
Contents
About the Author
Foreword
I The Birth and Childhood of the Infanta Isabel — Her
Education — Life at Arévalo
II Enrique IV Sends for the Infanta — Isabel’s Life at
Court — The White Knight
III Isabel a Subject of Matrimonial Intrigues — Don
Alfonso Declared King of Castile — The Meeting of the
Three Kings
IV The Death of Don Alfonso — Isabel Refuses the Crown
— The Marriage Settlement With Fernando of Aragon
Signed
V The Infanta Isabella’s Secret Betrothal — Her Marriage
— The Death of Paul II
VI The Papal Court In 1471 — The Reformations of Sixtus
IV — Cardinal Borgia’s Mission to Castile — The Death of
Enrique IV
VII The Coronation of the Infanta Isabel As Queen of
Castile — The Queen Restores Order at Court — Cardinal
Mendoza’s Rise to Power — Beginning of War With
Portugal
VIII The Queen’s Military Genius — The Church Sacrifices
Her Treasures — The Battle of Toro — Defeat of Alfonso V
of Portugal
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New Measures — The Young Infanta in Danger of Capture
— The Rescue
X The Queen Assumes Control of the Order of Santiago —
Cárdenas Appointed Grand Master — The Moors Refuse to
Pay Tribute
XI The Queen’s Entry Into Seville — The Subjection of the
Insurgents — Birth And Baptism of Prince Juan
XII The Church’s Enemies — The Cathari — The Origin and
Growth of the Inquisition
XIII Reorganization of the Government — The Treaty of
St. Jean De Luz — The Mohammedan Advance through the
Mediterranean — The Massacre of Otranto
XIV The Jews’ Activities In Spain — Their Persecution in
Europe — The Conversos — Establishment of the Spanish
Inquisition
XV The Jewish Conspiracy — Punishment of the
Ringleaders — Spain Swept by the Plague
XVI Death of Mohammed II — The Inquisition Incurs the
Pope’s Censure — The Moors Take the Offensive
XVII The War — Alhama — Loja — Malaga — Disaster
XVIII The Conflict of Moor and Spaniard — Boabdil —
Relations With France — Tarragona
XIX Censure of the Spanish Inquisition by Pope Sixtus IV
— Its Reform by Torquemada
XX Reorganization of the Army — The Christians Defeated
Near Moclin — Their Victories at Ronda, Cambil and
Albahar
XXI Columbus First Appears at Court — His Plans and
Proposals — The Crusade against Islam

XXII Europe In Peril — The Siege of Malaga — Surrender
— The King’s Blunder
XXIII The Three Friars — The Return to the South — The
Siege and Capitulation of Granada
XXIV Triumph in Europe — The Sovereigns Decide to Fit
Out Columbus for his Expedition
XXV The Trial of Benito Garcia — Expulsion of the Jews —
Ritual Murder
XXVI Columbus Sails — Peace and Reconstruction —
Francisco Ximenes
XXVII Charles VII of France — Plot and Counter-Plot —
attempted Assassination of the King
XXVIII The Return of Columbus — The Ship’s Log — The
Invasion of Italy
XXIX Charles VIII Outwitted — Spain Becomes a First
Rank Power — Royal Alliances
XXX Unrest Among Columbus’s Crew — His Character —
Marriage and Death of the Prince Don Juan
XXXI The Misfortunes of Alexander VI — Savonarola —
Columbus Returns from his Third Voyage in Chains
XXXII The Division of Naples — Spain Dominates Italy —
Revolt in Granada
XXXIII The Princess Catalina Marries the Prince of Wales
— Queen Isabel’s Last Campaign — Her Illness and Death
Appendix I: The Full Text of Isabella’s Order to Expel the
Jews From Spain, 1492
Appendix II: Debate Between British Jewish Historian
Cecil Roth And William T. Walsh, As Conducted in the
pages of the Dublin Review, 1932
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Illustrations
Queen Isabel
Enrique IV, “El Impotente”
Juana—”La Beltraneja,” claimant to the throne of Castile
Prince Alfonso, Isabel’s brother
Fernando of Aragon
The King and Queen, as depicted at the Memorial Chapel
at Granada
Isabel and Fernando with their children at prayer
The King and Queen on horseback riding across Spain
On a Spanish highway in the fifteenth century
The Alcázar of Segovia, the scene of Isabel’s heroic
rescue of her daughter, the Infanta Isabel
Christopher Columbus, “The adventurer, the poet with the
gray eyes”
A patio of the Alhambra, whence Isabel sent Columbus on
his voyage of discovery
Replica of the “Santa Maria,” the flagship of Columbus
The arms of Boabdil
Torquemada, Inquisitor-General of Castile
Ximenes, Primate of Castile, Isabel’s greatest spiritual
adviser
The simple lead coffins of the King and Queen in the crypt
at Granada
Map of Spain showing the boundaries of the various
kingdoms in the fifteenth century

646 pages, $20.95. Hardcover available.
info@ostarapublications.com
----------------------------------NB: JS advises:
And also in the 16. and 17. century...Ottoman
Empire drive into Europe, - battle of Vienna in 1529
and 1683.

________________________________________________________________________
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From: Elisabeth Carto

-

cfoxtail@aol.com

>>To all Friends of
Willis Carto<<

Wars Kill
October 19, 2019

President
Trump
it
trying to avoid the
tragedy
of
more
American Soldiers dying
in a useless war in the
Middle East. Ferocious opposition from the
right and left war -mongers is the result of his
peacemaking efforts.
What interest does the United States have in
that region of the world? The war-monger’s

only important person from World War 2 to tell
the truth about the war-crazed pressure
groups in the UK and in the US. He had to be
silenced but also had to be made an example
of. [ - and was murdered in prison by British
agents, the deed was then sold to the world as
an apparent suicide, the first by a “horizontal
hanging”, much like the alleged hanging
Mr. Trump tells the truth, wars are bad, all of
them are. Let us not get involved in neverending conflicts raging through the Middle
East. Perhaps we should revive the peace
signs from the 60s and 70s that were so
popular with the leftists.
Please click below for the story of Rudolf Hess.
*https://williscarto.org/articles-1/f/rudolf-hess-whythe-western-allies-dare-not-set-him-free

phony reasons are bouncing all over the internet
except for the true one: Israel has to be protected
at all costs to American lives, that is our obligation.
They don’t care about the Turks, Kurds and Syrian
being killed, these sudden pro-war voices have
never been as strident as now.

We also give you a speech addressed in l975
by Willis Carto to Liberty Lobby members. It is
as pertinent today as it was then.

Why can’t these experts tell us their truth,
that we need to be there to defend our true
interest: Israel.

Also, please have a look at the publications
printed by sacred mountain press. They have
toiled for many years publishing great
Christian and Historical books .

Wars have terrible consequences. With the
attached website information we are covering
the tragedy of Rudolf Hess. He tried to make
peace and had to spend 47 years in solitary
confinement because he could have been the

*https://williscarto.org/articles-1/f/washingtonobserver-newsletter-december-1-1976

*stm@mount.com

Thank you.
Elisabeth Carto
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------------------------------------Tim Cook CEO of Apple.. Appointed Chairman of Chinese University Advisory Board

Apple CEO Tim Cook attends the Economic Summit held for the China Development Forum in Beijing, China, on March
23, 2019. (Ng Han Guan/AFP/Getty Images)

* https://www.theepochtimes.com/apple-ceo-appointed-chair-of-board-at-top-chinese-university-withclose-ties-to-beijing_3123297.html

You better Beijing believe it..
The advisory board, established in 2000, comprises of roughly 70 business leaders and scholars from the
United States, Europe, and Asia, as well as Chinese Communist Party officials. Chinese Vice Chair Wang
Qishan is also an honorary member.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Confirming years of investigative journalism by The
Will Israel be a failed state? …and remember the
other
leading
role
Jews
have,
i.e.
those
Times of Israel, US Justice Department describes
enterprising billion dollar rip-off merchants from
the cynical modus operandi of crooks who stole
Israel? Binary optionsTrial of Lee Elbaz set to begin
billions from victims worldwide, 9 July 2019 in Maryland next week. Ahead of fraud trial, US
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/ahead-of-fraud-triallays bare ‘multitude of lies’ of Israeli binary
us-lays-bare-multitude-of-lies-of-israeli-binary-options/
options.
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